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Origins and mission of ENA

- Origins
  - European ALARA Network
  - NORM and EU NORM
  - NORM4Building

- Platform of experts from:
  - Industry operators and industry associations;
  - Governmental and regulatory authorities;
  - Service providers;
  - Research and scientific organisations.

- Individual and corporate members

- Occupational radiation protection in the context of NORM is an important focus of ENA‘s activities
ENA Goals, Working Groups and links

• Overarching goals:
  – “to promote and advance radiation protection in the context of exposure to NORM”
  – “to support the management of NORM in compliance with European standards”

• Four Working Groups
  – NORM in building materials
  – NORM in the environment
  – NORM in the industry
  – NORM facility decommissioning

• Links with: IAEA (ORPNET, ENVIRONET, REGSUN), HERCA, IRPA (TG NORM), RADONORM...
ENA Activities

• 1\textsuperscript{st} ENA Workshop (9\textsuperscript{th} EAN_NORM), Katowice, November 2018
  – 25 % of the contributions on occupational radiation protection

• 2\textsuperscript{nd} ENA Workshop, Vienna October 2020
  – 30 % of the contributions on occupational radiation protection

• NORM X 2022, Utrecht, NL is organised in collaboration with ENA

• ENA hybrid meeting in Vienna/online, 24 November 2021

• An "ENA Stipend" and smaller NORM related projects are now open for application
Many thanks for your attention. Questions?